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Control. Precision. Family. These are the principles that drive Silver Mercant. At a time when the

fledgling Trinity Accord seeks to unite a divided world, with Silver playing a crucial role as director of

a worldwide emergency response network, wildness and chaos are the last things she needs in her

life. But that's exactly what Valentin Nikolaev, alpha of the StoneWater Bears, brings with him.

Valentin has never met a more fascinating woman. Though Silver is ruled by Silence - her mind

clear of all emotion - Valentin senses a whisper of fire around her. That's what keeps him climbing

apartment buildings to be near her. But when a shadow assassin almost succeeds in poisoning

Silver, the stakes become deadly serious...and Silver finds herself in the heart of a powerful bear

clan. Her would-be assassin has no idea what their poison has unleashed.
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Silver Mercant has been a perfect senior aide to Kaleb Krychek, the arguably most powerful and

deadly Psy on the planet. She is also now the director of EmNet which was formed after the Trinity

Accord agreement for an emergency response team by the three races to world crises. The

Consortium made up of a powerful group who are against the Accord is causing as much havoc and

chaos as they can to defeat the allied group of the Psy, Changeling, and Human. Another group that

is human based is also bent on destroying this fragile new world order. SilverÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s

family has always been a shadow power in the Psy world; her Psy talents are considerable but carry

a hidden danger. One of Silver's biggest challenges in both her roles has been dealing with Valentin

Nikolaev, the big burly bear Alpha of Stonewater clan who sees it as his personal goal to melt



SilverÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s icy heart. After he saves Silver when a poison almost claims her life, she

takes up a temporary residence in the heart of the bear clan, Denhome, where the sneaky bear

intends to storm all her defenses and make Silver his to keep.While there is a lot of grimness going

on in their world with a barrage of terrorist activities directed at the Alliance, Silver finds out much joy

is to be had living with bears who love family, friends, and partying in a way that only big, unruly,

bad behaving bears can do. Silver has more heart and emotion than she lets on other than to her

grandmother and brother. Although Silver resists, she is very attracted to the man who makes her

start to feel emotions she never imagined possible, but Silver has a secret which may ruin any

chance of happiness despite ValentinÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s stubborn, singled minded goal to make this

icy brilliant and beautiful woman his mate.Valentin and his shifters are fun to be around; they are

about as far from Silence as a Psy can get. This Russian teddy bear has a heart as big as he is with

the capacity to love the woman he calls Starlight infinitely and beyond reason. First he must

convince Silver that she is his while protecting her from enemies near and far before his bearish

plan of capturing her heart can be successful.This book is the first novel in the Psy-Changeling

Trinity series which is connected to Psy-Changeling series. It can be read as a standalone;

however, readers of the Psy-Changeling series will enjoy seeing characters they already know as

well as seeing how this new world order is changing after the fall of Silence. So much potential

exists despite the many obstacles present for the separate and very diverse races learning to live

together in love and peace. Silver and ValentinÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s story is an enjoyable good mix of

romance and intrigue that will please Ms. SinghÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s fans, new and old.

loved it. loved reading about bears and loved having a psy heroine again. Valentin was great hero

and enjoyed watching his pursuit of Silver. Sometimes I felt like he spent more time with his clan

than Silver though. Silver was harder to know and went from Silence to a smooth transition of

feeling. I expected more struggle on her part and would like to have seen more of her being

awkward with the open affection and physical contact the bears gave freely. instead she adapted

rather easily for a psy. at first I thought because she was supposed to be unemotional and that's

why I didn't fully feel like I knew her but I've read other psy who were fully immersed in silence and

LOVED them. (Judd and Kaleb specifically)Ena, silver's grandmother reminds me of Anthony and

Nikita, she was excellent in this and so was Silver's brother Arwen. Wished the end had given more

closure on Valentin's family connection that Silver instigated. I'm ready for the next already. highly

recommend



Silver Mercant is a powerful telepath in charge of EmNet, an emergency response network that

spans the humans, psys and changelings around the world. She is a powerful telepath who

embraces Silence (doesn't feel emotions) as it allows her brain to operate most efficiently. She is

cold in nature. One thing that she does understand is loyalty to family. The Mercants are loyal,

always. Shes doesn't understand a certain bear who keeps showing up at her apartment.Valentin is

the alpha of the StoneWater bear clan. Bears are... bears. They are rough around the edges in

general, but have a lot of charm. They drive people nuts, however you can't help but love them...

unless you're a wolf. Changelings by nature love contact. They are constantly touching each other

as signs of affection. When Valentin first sees ice cold Silver, he wants to touch her and find out

how to light her up.This was a good book. I admit, not my favorite by Nalini Singh, however still

solid. It's interesting watching Silver learn to handle emotions, though that may not be the best thing

for her. Valentin is there every step of the way to help and support her, though he is facing some

problems of his own.For me I think there were parts of this book where Silver reacted in ways that

didn't seem to fit her character which caused me trouble to really connect with her. I meshed better

with Valentin. He's just a lovable character, a real teddy bear as he likes to tell Silver. Their

relationship is fun to watch, especially where the StoneWater clan gets involved. Valentin's sister in

particular I think is a lot of fun.I'm looking forward to seeing how this series progresses. How the Psy

as a race has evolved has be fascinating, and the various connected being made between the three

groups keeps pulling me back in for more.

Not my favorite NS book, but not my least favorite, either. I enjoyed the look into other changelings

(I wish she'd do a non-predatory, though) and the aftermath of the Trinity Accord, buuuuut. The

romance read like a watered down version of the first Psy-Changeling book. Valentin is a great

character, but his and Silver's romance never really did it for me. Because of that, I'd typically rate

this 3 stars----but I LOVED Silver Mercant. I loved that she was uncompromisingly dominant in a

way that NS has previously struggled with in past books (sure, there are female "dominants" but

they almost always end up softening into "yes honeys" by the end of the book). I loved that she

kicked butt and took names and Valentin loved her anyway. I loved that he wasn't threatened by her

dominance (again, a consistent thread in past books), but embraced and admired it.It was great. I'll

buy the next book for this reason alone.
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